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Abstract— This paper proposes a mathematical model that
studies the fuel consumption of a jet engine aircraft during the
climbing and descent flight phases. Such problem is addressed by
providing a closed-form formula of the aircraft’s rate-of-climb
and rate-of-descent, which then enables obtaining a closed-form
formula of the aircraft’s fuel consumption that provides the
closed-form relationship between the aircraft’s fuel consumption
and aerodynamic, engine and design parameters. In order to
validate our mathematical model, a comparison is made between
our results and results provided by Piano-X software and
accuracy between both is proven. Furthermore, our mathematical
model is applied to the calculation of pollutant gas emissions,
specifically, we present a closed-form expression that provides
the dependency between the mass of pollutant gas emitted and
the aircraft’s aerodynamic, engine and design parameters.

Index Terms— Aircraft rate-of-climb, aircraft rate-of-descent,
aircraft fuel consumption, pollutant gas emissions.

I. INTRODUCTION

THROUGHOUT its history, the aviation industry sector
has evolved enduring a series of important challenges

brought by the globalization phenomena. Airlines need to
cover the demand of national or international routes with
its aircraft fleet capacity. Fulfilling passenger satisfaction and
minimizing flight operational costs is a fundamental challenge.

As for air traffic management (ATM), another challenge
is to optimize taxi-out and taxi-in times of departing and
arriving flights in high activity airports or to control air
traffic under uncertain weather conditions. Likewise, several
regulatory agencies (such as the IATA, ICAO, FAA, among
others) seek not only to ensure airspace safety, but also tackle
climate change. Climate change is a problem that concerns
the whole aviation industry sector and it has been, and still
remains, one of the most critical challenges to be addressed.

Pollutant gas emissions due to aircraft fuel consumption
accounts for a considerable share in the contribution to cli-
mate change. According to [1], between 2005 and 2019, the
worldwide fuel consumption of commercial airlines increased
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from 68 to 95 billions of gallons, and expects to continue
rising due to the worldwide surge of passengers [2]. In 2019,
a total of 915 million tons of carbon dioxide (CO2) were
emitted to the atmosphere by the aviation industry sector,
which corresponds to a 12% of the CO2 emissions produced
by the general transportation sector [3].

In order to cope with such problem, numerous measures
have been taken by airlines such as giving periodic main-
tenance to its aircraft fleet engines, adopting the use of
sustainable aviation fuels (SAFs) and upgrading its aging
aircraft fleet with modern efficient aircraft.

Aircraft and engine manufacturers provide special aid in
this issue with technological advancements such as aircraft
fuselage and wing geometries that offer better aerodynamic
performance or the turbofan engine, which has considerably
reduced aircraft fuel consumption. Moreover, the ATM pro-
vides airlines with the optimal and safest flight routes which
helps reducing the flights operational costs, and the pollutant
gas emissions.

This measures have brought a significant impact in reduc-
ing aircraft fuel consumption and consequently, the mass of
pollutant gases emitted to the atmosphere. However, being
able to quantify how much fuel is consumed by an specific
aircraft covering a particular route would enable knowing the
associated fuel costs to such aircraft and route.

Aircraft performance plays a key role in calculating the fuel
consumption of a jet engine aircraft since it’s a discipline that
studies the behavior of an aircraft flying. Such behavior is
characterized by the interaction of the aircraft’s state variables
subject to the equations of motion of the different flight phases
(take-off, climb, cruise, descent and landing). Among the
aircraft’s state variables, it is known that the fuel flow rate
provides the mass of fuel consumed per unit of time, which
ultimately leads to knowing the total amount of fuel consumed
during each flight phase, and therefore, its associated fuel
costs.

Existing computer programs and manuals such as ACSYNT,
FLOPS, DATCOM, BADA, ESDU and PIANO (see
[4, p. 9]) are commonly employed in aircraft preliminary
design, stability and control, and performance analyses. Focus-
ing on the aircraft performance analysis, such computer
programs and manuals rely on numerical methods or on energy
balance methods in order to solve the equations of motion for
the different flight phases.
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Several studies have approached the problem of calculating
aircraft fuel consumption. In [5] aircraft fuel consumption
is calculated based on the energy balance method. In [6],
[7], [8], [9], and [10] aircraft fuel consumption is calculated
based on statistical learning algorithms. Other studies (see,
e.g., [11], [12], [13], [14]), apply statistical techniques to data
obtained from the aircraft’s flight data recorder (FDR) in order
to address the problem of estimating aircraft fuel consumption.
Examples of the energy assessment and environmental impact
of jet engine fuel consumption can be found in [15] and [16].
In addition, further studies that address the modeling of aircraft
flight phases can be found in [17], [18], and [19].

The accuracy of such numerical, energy balance and statisti-
cal methods has thoroughly improved by performing complex
and large-scale simulations at a low computational cost. Nev-
ertheless, such methods do not provide a closed-form solution
of the equations of motion of an aircraft during its different
flight phases. The novelty of this paper is to find a closed-form
solution that provides:

• the relationship between the aircraft’s state variables and
aerodynamic, engine and design parameters and,

• the possibility of performing sensibility and optimization
analyses in order to better understand the behavior of the
physical system under consideration.

In [20] and [21], a mathematical model for the take-off
and cruising flight phases can be found, respectively. In this
paper, we propose a mathematical model for the climbing
and descent flight phases. The model leads to a first order
non-linear ordinary differential equation of the aircraft’s rate-
of-climb and rate-of-descent variation over time, respectively.

Our aim is to find a closed-form solution of such differential
equations, which ultimately lead to a closed-form formula of
the aircraft’s fuel consumption. Specifically, such closed-form
solutions provide a closed-form relationship, over time, of the
aircraft’s rate-of-climb, rate-of-descent and fuel consumption
with aerodynamic engine and design parameters.

Our mathematical model is validated with an example
case of a Boeing 767-300ER under given climb and descent
conditions provided by the Piano-X Aircraft Emissions and
Performance software [22]. Relevant studies that have made
use of the Piano-X software can be found in [23], [24], [25],
[26], [27], and [28].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents the problem, Section III presents the closed-form
formula of the aircraft’s rate-of-climb, rate-of-descent and fuel
consumption. Section IV compares the values of the aircraft’s
rate-of-climb, rate-of-descent, fuel consumption provided by
our mathematical model and the ones provided by the Piano-X
software. Section V is devoted to the application of the math-
ematical model for the calculation of pollutant gas emissions.
Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The physical system analyzed consists of a modern jet engine
aircraft during the climbing and descent phases. Due to the
aircraft’s altitude variation over time and fuel consumption,
the behavior of the aircraft during such flight phases cannot

be considered steady. For each flight phase, our aim is to
find a first order non-linear differential equation and to obtain
a closed-form solution of such differential equation, which
ultimately leads to a closed-form formula for the aircraft’s
fuel consumption.

The International Standard Atmospheric (ISA) model, along
with the equations of motion, equations for the aircraft’s thrust
specific fuel consumption (TSFC) and thrust, provide the basis
of the mathematical model. The following assumptions are
made in order to develop the mathematical model:

• The aircraft is a variable-mass system due to engine fuel
consumption.

• The ISA model is a static atmosphere model which
enables considering thermodynamic parameters such as
air temperature, pressure and density as a function of
altitude.

• Regarding aircraft flight mechanics:
– The climbing flight phase takes place between the

take-off and cruising flight phases and consists of
gradual climb segments in which a desired altitude
is attained at a constant angle of climb.

– The descent flight phase takes place between the
cruising and landing flight phases and consists of
gradual descent segments in which a desired altitude
is attained at a constant angle of descent.

– For the climbing and descent flight phases, the air-
craft’s velocity vector remains constant in direction
(due to the constant angle of climb and descent,
respectively) but not in magnitude.

– A vertical mass symmetry plane along the aircraft’s
longitudinal axis contains all the interacting forces
and the velocity vector.

– The aircraft’s thrust specific fuel consumption and
thrust are referred to the uninstalled values.

– The values of the lift and drag coefficients are based
on the aircraft’s wing area.

– Wind effects are not taken into account.
• Regarding aircraft pollutant gas emissions:

– Carbon dioxide emissions are specifically addressed
due to the complex nature of modulating emission
characteristics of other pollutant compounds and
their geographically varying atmospheric conditions.

In Section IV we show that, although considering the
above assumptions, the fuel consumption provided by our
mathematical model is very close to the fuel consumption
given by the Piano-X software, whose results are proven to be
close to reality. Therefore, we conclude that our mathematical
model provides results close to reality.

A. Atmospheric Model

We are interested in defining the air density and speed
of sound as functions of altitude since the aircraft’s state
variables, during the climbing and descent flight phases, can
be expressed as altitude-dependent functions.

A summary of the ISA model equations, including the air
temperature and pressure, can be found in [29, pp. 81-83].
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The air density ρ(h) is defined as

ρ(h) = ρ0

(
1 −

L
T0

h
)β
, (1)

where ρ0 = 1.2250 kg/m3 is the density at sea-level, T0 =

288.15 K the sea-level temperature and L = 0.0065 K/m the
temperature gradient up to the troposphere (that is, for h <

11, 000 m). For simplicity, we denote the term L/T0 as α.
The parameter β = gM/RL − 1 is considered constant,

where g = 9.80665 m/s2 represents the gravitational accel-
eration, M = 0.0289652 kg/mol is the molar mass, and
R = 8.31446 J/(mol K) is the ideal gas constant.

The speed of sound a(h) is defined as

a(h) = a0 (1 − αh)1/2 , (2)

where a0 = 340.3 m/s is the sea-level speed of sound.

B. Equations for the Mathematical Model - Climbing
Flight Phase

Let us denote the aircraft’s altitude h(t) > 0 as h and the
aircraft’s rate-of-climb dh/dt > 0 as η.

We define the aircraft’s weight W (h, η) as proposed in [30,
p. 406]:

W (h, η) = W0 + W f (h, η), (3)

being W0 the constant weight term, which includes the
operating empty and payload weights, and W f (h, η) the
time-varying term that represents the fuel weight, that is,
W f (t) = m f (h, η)g, where m f (h, η) is the fuel mass.

The definition of the fuel consumption relationship is given
as

dm f

dt
= −c j (h, η)FN (h, η), (4)

where dm f /dt represents the fuel flow rate, which is the mass
of fuel consumed per unit of time, c j (h, η) is the thrust specific
fuel consumption and FN (h, η) the aircraft’s thrust.

According to [31, pp. 66, 75],

c j (h, η) = c(1 − 0.15λ0.15)
(

1 + 0.28(1 + 0.063λ2)M(h, η)
)

×

(
ρ(h)
ρ0

)m

(5)

and

FN (h, η) = Ne FN ,0 (( f1 + f2λ)+ ( f3 + f4λ)M(h, η))

×

(
ρ(h)
ρ0

)n

, (6)

where c = 2 · 10−5 (kg/s)/N, λ > 0 is the jet engine by-pass
ratio (BPR), M(h, η) is the Mach number, Ne > 0 is the
number of engines, FN ,0 > 0 the aircraft’s static thrust for the
climbing flight phase, fi (with i = {1, 2, 3, 4}) are specific
parameters that can be found in [31, p. 67] and m = 0.08,
n = 0.7 (see [31, pp. 67, 75]). The Mach number M(h, η) is
given by

M(h, η) =
v(η)

a(h)
, (7)

where v(η) represents the aircraft’s velocity which is defined
as

v(η) =
η

sin(γ )
, (8)

with γ (0 < γ < π/2) being the aircraft’s climbing angle.
From Eqs. (7) and (8) we have

M(h, η) =
η

a(h) sin(γ )
. (9)

Using Eq. (9), Eqs. (5) and (6) can be written as

c j (h, η) =

(
ζ1 + ζ2

η

a(h)

)
(ρ(h))m (10)

and

FN (h, η) =

(
F1 + F2

η

a(h)

)
(ρ(h))n , (11)

where

ζ1 = c(1 − 0.15λ0.15)ρ−m
0 ,

ζ2 =
0.28ζ1

sin(γ )
(1 + 0.063λ2),

and

F1 = Ne FN ,0( f1 + f2λ)ρ
−n
0 ,

F2 =
Ne FN ,0

sin(γ )
( f3 + f4λ)ρ

−n
0 . (12)

From [32, p. 311], the equations of motion for the climbing
phase are

FN (h, η)− D(h, η)− W (h, η) sin(γ ) =
W (h, η)

g
dv
dt
, (13)

and

L(h, η) = W (h, η) cos(γ ), (14)

where the aerodynamic forces, lift L(h, η) and drag D(h, η),
are defined as

L(h, η) = ρ(h) (v(η))2
AcL

2
(15)

and

D(h, η) = ρ(h) (v(η))2
AcD

2
, (16)

with A being aircraft’s wing area, cL > 0 the lift coefficient
and cD > 0 the drag coefficient. Considering the definition of
the aircraft’s velocity provided by Eq. (8), the lift and drag
forces can be expressed as

L(h, η) = ρ(h)η2 AcL

2 sin2(γ )
(17)

and

D(h, η) = ρ(h)η2 AcD

2 sin2(γ )
. (18)

We now obtain the first order non-linear ordinary differential
equation for the climbing flight phase.

By combining (13) and (14) we have

FN (h, η) = L(h, η)
(

1
g cos(γ )

dv
dt

+ tan(γ )+
1
E

)
, (19)

where E = L(h, η)/D(h, η) = cL/cD .
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From (8) we have

dv
dt

=
1

sin(γ )
dη
dt
. (20)

By combining (17), (19) and (20) we obtain

FN (h, η) =
ρ(h)η2

S

(
1
ω

dη
dt

+ tan(γ )+
1
E

)
, (21)

where S = 2 sin2(γ )/AcL and ω = g sin(γ ) cos(γ ). Combin-
ing (11) and (21) brings

S (ρ(h))n−1 η−2
(

F1 + F2
η

a(h)

)
=

1
ω

dη
dt

+ tan(γ )+
1
E
,

which can be expressed as

ωSF1 (ρ(h))n−1
+ωSF2

(
(ρ(h))n−1

a(h)

)
η

−ω

(
tan(γ )+

1
E

)
η2

= η2 dη
dt
. (22)

By substituting (1) and (2) in (22) we obtain

κ1(1 − αh)q + κ2(1 − αh)rη + κ3η
2

= η2 dη
dt
, (23)

where q = (n −1)β and r = q −1/2 are non-integer numbers
and

κ1 = ωSF1ρ
n−1
0 , κ2 = ωSF2

ρn−1
0
a0

,

κ3 = −ω

(
tan(γ )+

1
E

)
. (24)

For the climbing flight phase, Eq. (23) represents our sought
first order non-linear ordinary differential equation whose
closed-form solution is not known. In Section III, we will
solve Eq. (23) piecewise to obtain for each piece a closed-form
solution which will also provide the closed-form formula of
the aircraft’s fuel consumption during the climbing phase.

C. Equations for the Mathematical Model - Descent
Flight Phase

In this flight phase, the aircraft’s rate-of-descent η < 0.
Also, let the definitions provided in Eqs. (3)–(12) and Eq. (14)
remain valid for the descent flight phase, with γ (−π/2 < γ <

0) being the aircraft’s descent angle.
Regarding the equations of motion, it is known from [29,

p. 334] that

FN (h, η)− ψD(h, η)− W (h, η) sin(γ ) =
W (h, η)

g
dv
dt
,

(25)

where ψ (0 < ψ < 1) accounts for the spillage drag effect
[33, pp. 503-505].

We now obtain the first order non-linear ordinary differential
equation for the descent flight phase.

By combining (14), (17), (20) and (25) we have

FN (h, η) =
ρ(h)η2

S

(
1
ω

dv
dt

+ tan(γ )+
ψ

E

)
. (26)

Substituting (11) in (26) and reordering terms brings

ωSF1 (ρ(h))n−1
+ωSF2

(
(ρ(h))n−1

a(h)

)
η

−ω

(
tan(γ )+

ψ

E

)
η2

= η2 dη
dt
. (27)

Notice that (27) has a similar form as (22). By substituting
(1) and (2) in (27) we obtain

κ1(1 − αh)q + κ2(1 − αh)rη + κ3η
2

= η2 dη
dt
, (28)

which is the same expression as (23), with the values of κ1
and κ2 given in (24) and with

κ3 = −ω

(
tan(γ )+

ψ

E

)
. (29)

As for the climbing flight phase, the closed-form solution
of Eq. (28) is not known. In Section III, we will solve
Eq. (28) piecewise to obtain for each piece a closed-form
solution which will also provide the closed-form formula of
the aircraft’s fuel consumption during the descent phase.

III. CLOSED-FORM SOLUTION OF THE AIRCRAFT’S
FUEL CONSUMPTION

In this section, we divide the climbing and descent flight
phases in altitude segments in which the air density and speed
of sound are considered constant, that is, ρ(h) = ρ and
a(h) = a, this allows us to obtain a closed-form solution for
Eqs. (23) and (28) piecewise.

For each piece, the sought first order ordinary differential
equation can be written as

k1 + k2η + k3η
2

= η2 dη
dt
, (30)

where

k1 = ωSF1ρ
n−1, k2 = ωSF2

ρn−1

a
, (31)

and for the climbing flight phase

k3 = −ω

(
tan(γ )+

1
E

)
, (32)

whereas for the descent flight phase

k3 = −ω

(
tan(γ )+

ψ

E

)
. (33)

Since
dm f

dt
=

dm f

dη
dη
dt
, (34)

from (4), (10), (11) and (30) yields

dm f

dη
= −ρm+n (ζ1 + (ζ2/a)η) (F1 + (F2/a)η) η2

k1 + k2η + k3η2 , (35)

whenever k1 + k2η + k3η
2

̸= 0.
By using (30) and (35), we now obtain a closed-form

solution of the aircraft’s fuel consumption for each altitude
segment.
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We assume that an altitude segment starts at time instant ts
and ends at time instant te, and the rate-of-climb or rate-of-
descent η is obtained from (30) as follows:

te − ts =

∫ te

ts
dt =

∫ te

ts

η2

k1 + k2η + k3η2

(
dη
dt

)
dt

=

∫ ηe

ηs

η2

k1 + k2η + k3η2 dη

=
1
k3

(
(ηe − ηs)+

r2
1

r1 − r2
ln
∣∣∣∣ηe − r1

ηs − r1

∣∣∣∣
)

−
1
k3

(
r2

2
r1 − r2

ln
∣∣∣∣ηe − r2

ηs − r2

∣∣∣∣
)
, (36)

where ηs = η(ts) and ηe = η(te) are the starting and the
ending rate-of-climb or rate-of-descent, respectively, and

r1 =

−k2 −

√
k2

2 − 4k1k3

2k3
,

r2 =

−k2 +

√
k2

2 − 4k1k3

2k3
, (37)

whenever r1, r2 /∈ [ηs, ηe].1

The amount of consumed fuel mass is obtained from (35)
as follows:

m f (ηe)− m f (ηs) =

∫ ηe

ηs

(
dm f

dη

)
dη

=

∫ ηe

ηs

−ρm+n (ζ1 + (ζ2/a)η) (F1 + (F2/a)η) η2

k1 + k2η + k3η2 dη

= −
ρm+n

k3

(
ϵ1(ηe − ηs)+ ϵ2(η

2
e − η2

s )+ ϵ3(η
3
e − η3

s )
)

−
ρm+n

k3

(
ϵ4 ln

∣∣∣∣ηe − r1

ηs − r1

∣∣∣∣− ϵ5 ln
∣∣∣∣ηe − r2

ηs − r2

∣∣∣∣) , (38)

where

ϵ1 =
F2ζ2

a2 (r2
1 +r1r2+r2

2 )+
1
a
(ζ1 F2 + ζ2 F1)(r1 + r2)+ F1ζ1,

ϵ2 =
F2ζ2

2a2 (r1 + r2)+
1

2a
(ζ1 F2 + F1ζ2),

ϵ3 =
F2ζ2

3a2 ,

ϵ4 =
r2

1
r1 − r2

(
F1 +

F2

a
r1

)(
ζ1 +

ζ2

a
r1

)
,

ϵ5 =
r2

2
r1 − r2

(
F1 +

F2

a
r2

)(
ζ1 +

ζ2

a
r2

)
,

whenever r1, r2 /∈ [ηs, ηe].
In Section IV an example case of a Boeing 767-300ER

during the climbing and descent flight phases is presented. The
numerical solutions of (23) and (28) are shown along with the
closed-form solution (36), and the fuel consumption for each
of the climbing and descent segments is obtained through (38).
Agreement between the results of our mathematical model
and the results provided by the Piano-X software confirm the
accuracy of our mathematical model.

1In Appendix A we show that, for the climbing flight phase, r1 > 0 and
r2 < 0.

TABLE I
A SUMMARY OF THE INPUT PARAMETERS FOR THE SIMULATION. THE

FUEL MASS AT THE BEGINNING OF THE CLIMBING AND DESCENT
SEGMENTS IS REPRESENTED BY m f (h0, η0)

Fig. 1. The aircraft’s rate-of-climb is represented for our mathematical model
and Piano-X.

IV. EXAMPLE CASE: VALIDATION AND DISCUSSION

In this section we present an example case of a jet engine
aircraft during the climbing and descent flight phases in order
to validate our mathematical model. A comparison is made
between our mathematical model and the Piano-X software for
the aircraft’s rate-of-climb, rate-of-descent, and fuel consump-
tion. The selected aircraft is the Boeing 767-300ER, which is
freely available in the Piano-X aircraft database.

An example route of 2, 145 nautical miles (nmi) was
simulated in Piano-X. From the climbing flight phase of such
simulation, we focus on the climbing segment that goes from
h0 = 3, 048 m to h f = 5, 448 m of altitude. As for the descent
flight phase, we focus on the descent segment that goes from
h0 = 8, 848 m to h f = 7, 016 m of altitude. A summary of the
input parameters for the simulation are given in Table I, and
further details about the Piano-X configuration can be found in
Appendix B. Data from the Boeing 767-300ER was obtained
from [34] and [35], where the jet engine features correspond
to the CF6-80C2B2 model [36], which are λ = 5.31 and
FN ,0 = 162.5 kN.

As stated in Section III, (36) is the piecewise closed-form
solution of (23) and (28). Tables II and III present the values
of such piecewise closed-form solutions and the corresponding
values provided by Piano-X, for the climbing and descent
flight phases, respectively.

In Figure 1, the piecewise closed-form solution given by
(36) is compared with the numerical solution of (23) and with
the values of the aircraft’s rate-of-climb provided by Piano-X.
The numerical solution of (23) was computed employing the
ode45 numerical solver of MATLAB®. It is interesting to
observe the close proximity between the piecewise solution
(36) and the numerical solution of (23). In fact, the maximum
relative difference between both occurs at t f = 137 s and
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TABLE II
VALUES OF THE CONSIDERED PIECEWISE SOLUTION DURING CLIMB. THE VALUES OF γ AND E ARE THE CLIMBING ANGLE AND LIFT-TO-DRAG RATIO

AT THE BEGINNING OF EACH PIECE, RESPECTIVELY, AND ρ AND a ARE THE MEAN VALUES OF THE AIR DENSITY AND
SPEED OF SOUND OF EACH PIECE

TABLE III
VALUES OF THE CONSIDERED PIECEWISE SOLUTION DURING DESCENT. THE VALUES OF γ AND E ARE THE DESCENT ANGLE AND LIFT-TO-DRAG

RATIO AT THE BEGINNING OF EACH PIECE, RESPECTIVELY, AND ρ AND a ARE THE MEAN VALUES OF THE AIR DENSITY AND
SPEED OF SOUND OF EACH PIECE

Fig. 2. The aircraft’s rate-of-descent is represented for our mathematical
model and Piano-X.

corresponds to a 0.0025%. Therefore, we conclude that the
piecewise closed-form solution given by (36) provides a very
good approximation of the actual solution of (23). Analo-
gously, if we compare (36) with the values of the aircraft’s
rate-of-climb provided by Piano-X, we can notice that the
maximum relative difference between both also occurs at
t f = 137 s and is equal to 1.8%.

Similarly, Figure 2 presents the piecewise closed-form solu-
tion given by (36), along with the numerical solution of (28)
and the values of the aircraft’s rate-of-descent provided by
Piano-X. Again, the numerical solution of (28) was com-
puted using the ode45 numerical solver of MATLAB®. The
maximum relative difference between (36) and (28) occurs
at t f = 117 s with a value of 0.01%. From this, we again
conclude that the piecewise closed-form solution given by (36)
provides a very good approximation of the actual solution of
(28). Analogously, the comparison of (36) with the values
of the aircraft’s rate-of-descent provided by Piano-X shows

TABLE IV
VALUES OF THE AIRCRAFT’S FUEL CONSUMPTION GIVEN BY (38) FOR

THE CLIMBING FLIGHT PHASE. THE TERM 1m f = m f (ηe) − m f (ηs )
REPRESENTS THE AMOUNT OF FUEL CONSUMED FOR EACH PIECE,

WHICH ADDED UP GIVES THE TOTAL AMOUNT
OF FUEL CONSUMED

that the maximum relative difference between both occurs at
t f = 69 s and is equal to 0.25%.

We can therefore conclude that our proposed mathemati-
cal model resembles with accuracy the results provided by
Piano-X for the calculation of the aircraft’s rate-of-climb and
rate-of-descent.

We now provide in Table IV the piecewise closed-form
solution of the aircraft’s fuel consumption given by (38) for
the climbing flight phase. Notice that Table IV puts together
both the results obtained for the aircraft’s rate-of-climb and
fuel consumption. We will use this values in order to plot the
time evolution of the fuel consumption.

Table V provides the piecewise closed-form solution of the
aircraft’s fuel consumption given by (38) for the descent flight
phase, its values are also used to plot the time evolution of
the fuel consumption.

Figure 3 shows the aircraft’s fuel consumption given by
(38) and by Piano-X for the climbing flight phase. The total
amount of fuel consumed given by our mathematical model
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TABLE V
VALUES OF THE AIRCRAFT’S FUEL CONSUMPTION GIVEN BY (38) FOR

THE DESCENT FLIGHT PHASE. THE TERM 1m f = m f (ηe) − m f (ηs )
REPRESENTS THE AMOUNT OF FUEL CONSUMED FOR EACH PIECE,

WHICH ADDED UP GIVES THE TOTAL AMOUNT
OF FUEL CONSUMED

Fig. 3. The aircraft’s fuel consumption during climb is represented for our
mathematical model and Piano-X.

is of 442 kg and the corresponding value given by Piano-X is
of 474 kg, which means a 6.7% of relative difference exists
between both values.

Figure 4 presents the aircraft’s fuel consumption given by
(38) and by Piano-X for the descent flight phase. The total
amount of fuel consumed given by our mathematical model
and by Piano-X are of 29.56 kg and 29.40 kg, respectively,
meaning that both values have a relative difference of 0.54%.
Notice that the fuel consumption during the climbing flight
phase is nearly fifteen times that of the descent flight phase,
this is mainly due to the thrust configuration of each flight
phase, which, in the case of the descent phase, corresponds to
the idle configuration.

From this, we conclude that our mathematical model pro-
vides an accurate calculation of the aircraft’s fuel consumption
during the climbing and descent flight phases.

In the next section, an application of our mathematical
model is presented for the calculation of pollutant gas emis-
sions for the climbing flight phase.

V. APPLICATION: POLLUTANT GAS
EMISSIONS CALCULATION

In this section, we obtain from our mathematical model a
closed-form expression that enables the calculation of pollu-
tant gas emissions of a jet engine aircraft during the climbing
flight phase. The closed-form expression is given by

pi = E Ii
[
m f (ts)− m f (te)

]
, (39)

where pi is the mass of pollutant gas emitted, E Ii is the
emission index and i the corresponding chemical component.

Fig. 4. The aircraft’s fuel consumption during descent is represented for our
mathematical model and Piano-X.

TABLE VI
THE DESIGNATION FOR THE SHORT-, MID- AND LONG-HAUL FLIGHTS IS

PRESENTED, ALONG WITH ITS RESPECTIVE RANGE AND DEPARTURE
AND ARRIVAL AIRPORT

Substituting (38) in (39) brings

pi = E Ii
ρm+n

k3

(
ϵ1(ηe − ηs)+ ϵ2(η

2
e − η2

s )+ ϵ3(η
3
e − η3

s )
)

+ E Ii
ρm+n

k3

(
ϵ4 ln

∣∣∣∣ηe − r1

ηs − r1

∣∣∣∣− ϵ5 ln
∣∣∣∣ηe − r2

ηs − r2

∣∣∣∣) . (40)

We recall that we have divided the climbing flight phase
in altitude segments. Hence, (40) is a piecewise closed-form
expression of the mass of pollutant gas emitted.

We now apply (40) for the calculation of carbon dioxide
emissions (CO2) for three example routes. These example
routes were observed in the FlightRadar24 [37] platform
and correspond to a freighter airline that has the Boeing
767-300ER as one of its cargo aircraft. Such routes are shown
in Table VI.

Table VII shows the main input data and results for the
climbing flight phase. The first column represents the desig-
nation for a short-, mid-, and long-haul flight as A, B and
C, respectively, and t f is the time elapsed from h0 to h f ,
with h0 = 457 m. The term (1m f )tot is the total fuel
consumption, which is the sum of fuel consumption per each
piece. Likewise, the term (pC O2)tot is the total mass of emitted
CO2, which is the sum of emitted CO2 per each piece. The
emission index of CO2, that is, the grams of CO2 emitted per
kilogram of fuel consumed, has a value of E IC O2 = 3160 [38].

In Table VIII we present, for the same routes, the fuel
consumption and pollutant gas emissions for the take-off and
cruising flight phases, whose values are obtained from the
closed-form expressions presented in [20] and [21].

From Tables VII and VIII, we see that, for flight A, the
total CO2 emissions are of 5,948.9 kg, where the climbing
flight phase represents a 45.3% which is comparable to the
cruising flight phase which represents a 50.0%. For flight B,
the total CO2 emissions are of 36,026.8 kg, from which the
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TABLE VII
A SUMMARY OF THE APPLICATION INPUT DATA AND RESULTS FOR THE

CLIMBING FLIGHT PHASE. AIRCRAFT FUEL CONSUMPTION AND CO2
EMISSIONS ARE PRESENTED IN THE (1m f )tot AND (pC O2 )tot

COLUMNS, RESPECTIVELY

TABLE VIII
A SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS FOR THE TAKE-OFF AND CRUISING FLIGHT

PHASES. AIRCRAFT FUEL CONSUMPTION AND CO2 EMISSIONS ARE
PRESENTED IN THE m f AND pC O2 COLUMNS, RESPECTIVELY

climbing flight phase represents a 13.3% and the cruising flight
phase a 85.5%. Moreover, flight C has a total CO2 emissions
of 81,175.9 kg, where the climbing and cruising flight phases
represent a 6.7% and 92.6%, respectively. Notice that, in the
case of short-haul flights, the climbing phase CO2 emissions
account for a significant portion of total flight emissions.
Whereas, for the mid- and long-haul flights, the climbing phase
CO2 emissions represent a lower portion of the total emitted
CO2 due to the fact that the cruising flight phase is longer in
time duration.

Observe that (40) is a tool that provides a rapid means for
calculating the aircraft pollutant emissions, in particular for
the case of CO2.

VI. CONCLUSION

The main objective of this paper was to develop a mathe-
matical model for the fuel consumption of a jet engine aircraft
during the climbing and descent flight phases. To this end, first
order non-linear ordinary differential equations were obtained
from the equations of motion of such flight phases, with the
aircraft’s rate-of-climb and rate-of-descent as a function of
time, respectively. Such non-linear nature precludes the pos-
sibility of finding a closed-form solution, therefore, what we
propose is the piecewise solution of both non-linear ordinary
differential equations, where a closed-form solution is obtained
for each piece.

In Section III, we presented the piecewise closed-form
solution of the aircraft’s fuel consumption that provides the
closed-form relationship between the aircraft’s fuel consump-
tion and aerodynamic, engine and design parameters. In order
to check its validity, an example route was simulated and the
fuel consumption results provided by our mathematical model
and by the Piano-X software were compared. The results of
our mathematical model prove to be very accurate to the results
of the Piano-X software.

Our mathematical model finds application in the calculation
of pollutant gas emissions, in particular of CO2. Specifically,

TABLE IX
THE VALUES OF fi (WITH i = {1, 2}) DEPEND ON BOTH THE BYPASS

RATIO λ AND THE MACH NUMBER M(h, η)

we have also presented a piecewise closed-form expression
that provides the dependency between the mass of pollutant
gas emitted and the aircraft’s aerodynamic, engine and design
parameters.

With our mathematical model presented in this paper, along
with the mathematical models presented in [20] and [21], one
can obtain an accurate calculation of the jet engine aircraft
fuel consumption during the climbing, descent, take-off and
cruising flight phases, respectively.

APPENDIX A

In this appendix we show that r1 > 0 and r2 < 0. First we
show that F1 > 0.

From (12) we recall that

F1 = Ne FN ,0( f1 + f2λ)ρ
−n
0 , (41)

with Ne, FN ,0, λ, ρ0, γ > 0.
As stated in Section II-B, the specific parameters fi (with

i = {1, 2}) are obtained from [31, p. 67] and are presented in
Table IX:

If f1 = 1 and f2 = 0, f1 + f2λ > 0. If f1 = 0.88 and f2 =

−0.016, f1 + f2λ > 0 whenever λ < 55. If f1 = 0.89 and
f2 = −0.014, f1 + f2λ > 0 whenever λ < 63.57.

Hence, we conclude that F1 > 0 for λ ∈ [3, 6] ∪ {8}.

As F1 > 0 then k1 > 0. From (32) we have that k3 < 0 and
therefore k2

2 − 4k1k3 > 0.
Suppose that k2 ≥ 0. Then, r1 > 0 and since −k2 +√
k2

2 − 4k1k3 > −k2 +

√
k2

2 = 0, r2 < 0.
Suppose that k2 < 0. Then, r2 < 0 and since −k2 −√
k2

2 − 4k1k3 > −k2 −

√
k2

2 = 0, r1 > 0.

APPENDIX B

From the Speed and Flight Levels adjustment, the Cruise
Mach is set to 0.8 and the Available Flight Levels is set to
350 (which is represented in flight level (FL) notation). The
Climb Speed and Climb Mach are set to standard climb values.
As for the Basic Design Weights, the operating empty mass
is set to moe = 93, 032 kg. Other adjustments such as the
Thrust. Drag. Fuel Flow, Emission Indices and Reserves and
Allowances remained in their default values.

The results are obtained from the Detailed Flight Profile,
which is set to a specific Range and Payload of 2, 145 nmi
and m py = 13, 552 kg, respectively. Notice that the sum
of the operating empty and payload masses, multiplied by
the gravity’s acceleration, i.e. (moe + m py)g, represents the
fixed-weight term W0 in (3). As for the Point Performance,
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the corresponding values of Mach, Altitude and Weight from
the climbing flight segment are provided as input in order to
obtain aircraft parameters such as the rate-of-climb, climbing
angle (γ ) or lift-to-drag ratio (E). The same is done for the
descent flight segment in order to obtain aircraft parameters
such as the rate-of-descent, descent angle (γ ) or lift-to-drag
ratio (E).
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